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(54) Configurable imaging system

(57) An imaging system comprising a plurality of im-
age sources, each image source for distributing a respec-
tive image; and a plurality of microtile units in communi-
cation with each other and said plurality of image sources.
each of said plurality of microtile units comprises at least
one coupling mechanism for coupling to at least one other
microtile unit such that the plurality of microtile units may
be physically coupled together in a geometric configura-

tion.
Each of the plurality of microtiles is enabled to receive at
least one image from said plurality of image sources, and
generate respective portions of said at least one image,
a first subset of said plurality of microtiles being operable
to display a first image received from a first image source
and at least a second subset of said plurality of microtiles
being operable to display at least a second image re-
ceived from at least a second image source.
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Description

Field

[0001] The following is directed in general to imaging
systems, and more particularly to an imaging system hav-
ing a plurality of microtile units for generating respective
portions of a composite image.

Background

[0002] A large number of applications and potential ap-
plications exist for imaging systems such as projection
displays that are used to display information. Such ap-
plications include, but are not limited to, general indoor
signage (e.g. shopping malls, arcades, etc.), transporta-
tion signage (e.g. arrival/departure times, etc.), in-lobby
signage for office buildings, control rooms, restaurants
signage, etc.
[0003] The currently prevailing paradigm in the projec-
tion display industry is that improvement must be based
on higher light power (lumens) at higher resolutions and
progressively lower cost. This paradigm is based on the
concept that higher resolution and higher power are nec-
essary to develop larger displays with acceptable image
quality and brightness using a least number of projectors.
This paradigm has served the industry well, but has a
number of drawbacks which include: the significant cost
associated with higher resolutions, limitations in projector
resolution due to light valve/panel design, increased
weight, increased cost and increased noise levels asso-
ciated with cooling systems necessary to accommodate
high power illumination.
[0004] Moreover, the currently prevailing paradigm is
based on static size and configuration of displays. Thus,
whereas it is known to provide large displays by assem-
bling a multiplicity of small displays in an array (see, for
example, WO 2006/115852 (Ostendo)), there is no pro-
vision for creating customized shapes and dimensions
of display from such multiple small displays.

Summary

[0005] According to an aspect of this specification, an
imaging system is set forth having a plurality of small
projection devices (referred to herein as ’microtile’ units)
for generating respective portions of a composite image.
Each microtile unit includes coupling mechanisms for
connection to at least one other microtile unit such that
the microtile units may be arranged in multiple geomet-
rical configurations of various sizes. In another aspect,
the microtile units include functionality to ’self-organize’
the distribution of command signals and content over ar-
rays of microtile units of arbitrary shape and size. The
term "array" is used broadly in this specification to mean
any arrangement of interconnected microtile units, and
is not limited to a rectangular configuration of plural mi-
crotile units.

[0006] The imaging system set forth herein below es-
tablishes a new paradigm wherein improvement in bright-
ness is achieved without increased power requirements
(e.g. the increase is in the order of nits rather than lu-
mens), at a required pixel pitch (pixels per mm) rather
than increased resolution, and at very low cost.
[0007] The imaging system set forth herein results in
a new paradigm that uses low resolution (inexpensive)
panels with low power illumination in order to achieve
very low cost projection displays. The microtile units set
forth herein are reusable and configurable to enable low
cost displays of almost any size and shape, without sac-
rificing image quality and brightness.
[0008] Additional aspects and advantages will be ap-
parent to a person of ordinary skill in the art, residing in
the details of construction and operation as more fully
hereinafter described and claimed, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0009] A detailed description of the preferred embod-
iment is set forth in detail below, with reference to the
following drawings, in which:
[0010] Figure 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary
imaging system comprising a plurality of microtile units,
according one embodiment of the invention;
[0011] Figure 2 depicts front and rear perspective
views of a pair of block microtile units;
[0012] Figures 3A and 3B depict exemplary configu-
rations of microtile units to create a composite image;
[0013] Figures 4 depicts grid microtile units according
to a second embodiment of the invention, wherein Figure
4A shows front and rear views of a grid microtile unit,
Figure 4B shows an array of grid microtile units for dis-
playing a composite image on the rear of a display
screen, and Figure 4C is a front view of the array and
screen of Figure 4B
[0014] Figure 5 shows an alternative embodiment of
grid microtile unit;
[0015] Figures 6A and 6B are front and perspective
views, respectively, showing a feature of the block mi-
crotile unit for effecting self-alignment of images across
successive adjacent microtile units;
[0016] Figure 7 is a block diagram showing an arrange-
ment of microtile units, input modules and a system con-
troller according to an exemplary embodiment;
[0017] Figure 8 is a block diagram showing internal
circuitry of a video routing and processing module for an
exemplary microtile unit according to the invention;
[0018] Figure 9 depicts a block diagram of an imaging
system, according to a non-limiting embodiment;
[0019] Figure 10 depicts a block diagram of an imaging
system, according to a non-limiting embodiment;
[0020] Figure 11 depicts a block diagram of a microtile,
according to a non-limiting embodiment;
[0021] Figure 12 depicts a block diagram of a microtile
light engine, according to a non-limiting embodiment;
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[0022] Figure 13 depicts a signal routing scheme within
a front end board, according to a non-limiting embodi-
ment;
[0023] Figure 14 depicts a method for determining a
system master via non-limiting arbitration schemes when
a plurality of input modules is present in an imaging sys-
tem, according to a non-limiting embodiment; and
[0024] Figure 15 depicts a method of self organization,
according to a non-limiting embodiment.

Detailed Description

[0025] In Figure 1, an exemplary imaging system is
shown comprising a plurality of series connected micro-
tile units or projection heads 1 assembled to form an ar-
ray. Cables 5 are used to connect the microtile units 1 in
any sequence. According to one embodiment standard
CAT 5 cabling is used having four twisted wire pairs for
data and command message transmission, wherein
command messages are embedded in the blanking in-
terval of a video data stream. Data transmission prefer-
ably occurs at a rate of about 5 Gpbs.
[0026] Each microtile unit 1 contains a light engine and
circuitry (including, for example, a microprocessor, RAM
frame buffer and video processing to provide image cap-
ture, resizing, colour matching, edge blending, etc.), dis-
cussed in greater detail below with reference to Figures
7 and 8. Data received from an adjacent microtile unit 1
via cable 5 is buffered and retransmitted to the next se-
ries-connected microtile unit 1 (or system control unit 7
or input module 9). The video processing circuitry pref-
erably includes modules for sub-image capture and re-
sizing, colour matching, edge blending, uniformity cor-
rection and 2D keystoning. Also, as discussed in greater
detail below with reference to Figures 6A and 6B, colour,
brightness and image uniformity may be achieved using
intelligent self-alignment of images between microtile
units 1 and intelligent brightness and colour control.
[0027] At least one system control and power unit 7 is
connected to an available port on one of the microtile
units 1 for providing power (e.g. 48 V DC) and to facilitate
automatic detection of the configuration of interconnect-
ed microtile units 1, as described in greater detail below.
Typically, the system control and power unit 7 includes
at least one Ethernet, USB and/or infrared port to a user
interface (not shown), and generates full frame static im-
ages (i.e. transfer image content from a SD (Secure Dig-
ital) flash card to a frame buffer for display), as well as
implementing OSD (on-screen display) overlays (OSD
allows the user to view and change display settings on-
screen).
[0028] At least one input unit 9 is also connected to an
available port on one of the microtile units 1 for providing
a video and/or image source for display by the microtile
units 1. Preferably, the input unit 9 performs video
processing, such as de-interlacing, scaling, frame rate
conversion, etc.
[0029] Each microtile unit 1 requires electronic com-

munication only with adjacent microtile units (or input unit
(s) 9 or the system control unit 7, any of which can be
connected anywhere in the chain of series-connected
microtile units 1), provided that an electronic signal path
from the system control and power unit 7 and input units
9 extends via respective microtile units 1 and associated
cables 5 to each microtile unit 1.
[0030] As discussed in greater detail below, with ref-
erence to Figures 2 and 3, a variety of different mechan-
ical coupling mechanisms are possible for achieving ac-
curate alignment of each microtile unit 1 with respect to
its adjacent interconnected microtile units 1.
[0031] According to one embodiment, the microtile
units are in the form of "block" microtile units 21, as shown
in Figure 2. Coupling mechanisms 23 permit registration
or alignment of a microtile unit 21 with other microtile
units based on the shapes of protrusions on respective
side surfaces of each microtile unit. The front surface of
each microtile unit 21 comprises a self-contained screen
24. A small rear projector (including light source, light
valve, optics and associated electronics) is provided with-
in each microtile unit 21 for projecting an image on screen
24. According to an exemplary embodiment, the light
source is implemented using LEDs, although it is con-
templated that lasers or other light sources may be uti-
lized, the selection and implementation of which would
be known to a person of ordinary skill in the art.
[0032] A pair of LEDs 26 and Photodetectors 28 is pro-
vided on each of the top, bottom, left and right surfaces,
to permit of self-organizing and configuring of the micro-
tile units 1, as discussed in greater detail below.
[0033] Also discussed in greater detail below, each mi-
crotile unit 21 projects a portion of a composite image
(preferably at SVGA resolution to enable small pixel pitch
(under 1 mm)), as shown in Figures 3A and 3B. It will be
noted that microtile units 21 are not required to be ar-
ranged in rectangular configurations, thereby resulting in
significant flexibility in terms of display design (Figure
3A).
[0034] According to a successful prototype, each block
microtile 21 has a diagonal dimension of approximately
400 mm for projecting an image having a 4:3 aspect ratio,
although other dimensions and aspect ratios are contem-
plated. However, a person skilled in the art will appreciate
that a range of display sizes and shapes may be accom-
modated. For an indoor display, such as shown in Figure
3A, it is contemplated that 500 nits of brightness will be
sufficient, although other brightness may be provided de-
pending on the illumination source, optical design and
screen size.
[0035] Turning to Figure 4A, an embodiment of a "grid"
microtile unit 41 is set forth capable of connection with
other grid microtile units as shown in Figures 4B and 4C.
The grid microtile units 41 are similar in functionality to
the block microtile units 21 of Figure 2. However, there
is no self-contained screen in the grid microtile unit 41.
Tubular coupling mechanisms 43 permit interconnection
between adjacent microtile units 41 via complementary
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threaded male portions 44 and female coupling sleeves
46. A small rear projector 47 (including light source, light
valve, optics and associated electronics) is provided with-
in each microtile unit 41 for projecting an image onto a
remote screen (such as screen 49 depicted in Figures
4B and 4C). As discussed above, each microtile unit 41
projects a portion of a composite image onto the remote
screen 49. Figures 4B and 4C show an array of intercon-
nected grid microtiles 41 projecting an image onto screen
49 (wherein Figure 4B is a view showing projection onto
the rear surface of the screen whereas Figure 4C shows
the image as displayed on the front surface of the screen).
[0036] Figure 5 shows yet a further alternative embod-
iment of microtile unit 42 which is in the shape of a block
incorporating a light engine and circuitry and a front sur-
face comprising a self-contained screen 24 like the block
microtile units 21, but which includes tubular coupling
mechanisms 43, as in the grid microtile embodiment of
Figure 4. Numerous other configurations may also be
adopted.
[0037] As discussed briefly above, self-alignment of
images across successive adjacent microtile units may
be accomplished by electronic adjustment of the image
upwardly, downwardly, right, left, via roll, pitch and yaw.
This dramatically reduces or eliminates the need for ex-
pensive mechanical adjustments and provides for simple
correction of zoom errors.
[0038] One such alignment process (for use with block
microtile units 21) requires slightly over-scanning the
screen 24 so that a small portion of the edge of each
image (e.g. line 60) spills over onto a side wall of the
microtile unit, as shown in Figures 6A and 6B, such that
light spills (e.g. at 61) through a pinhole 62 therein, and
is detected by a sensor 63 disposed in a small opening
65 in the adjacent screen. By controlling the image con-
tent in the overspill area, the sensor 63 detects when the
image is aligned properly. Using several of these pinhole/
sensor pairs, keystoning can be sensed and adjusted for.
By sensing the colour intensity of the light spilling through
the pinhole 62, the system can automatically adjust for
consistent intensity and colour. Alternatively, it is con-
templated that the sensors may be placed in the same
cabinet as the projection system and only self-align within
the block itself.
[0039] Another alignment process (for use with grid
microtile units), requires overlapping the image portions
projected by successive microtile units onto the screen
49, and using known edge blend techniques to eliminate
perceived borders between the image portions. Exam-
ples of such edge blend techniques are described in U.S.
Pat. No. 4,974,073 entitled "Seamless Video Display";
U.S. Pat. No. 5,136,390 entitled "Adjustable Multiple Im-
age Display Smoothing Method and Apparatus"; U.S.
Pat. No. 6,115,022 entitled "Method and Apparatus for
Adjusting Multiple Projected Raster Images and U.S. Pat.
No. 6,760,075 entitled "Method and Apparatus for Seam-
less Integration of Multiple Video Projectors".
[0040] Image uniformity may be achieved through

careful optical design and through electronic image ad-
justment, as well as through screen design (with careful
consideration to viewing angles, contrast and related is-
sues). Careful consideration of these factors is important
to achieving a pleasing multi-tiled display while avoiding
’hot-spots’, minimizing reflections from ambient light and
unpleasant screen-to screen-variation. ’Optical’ screen
designs may be used to achieve this (i.e. a single element
or multiple element rear-projection screen that is de-
signed to achieve a predefined optical function, for ex-
ample: to control the light path as to enhance the quality
of the display images for optimum viewing conditions).
[0041] According to an important aspect of the inven-
tion, the array of microtile units 1 self-organizes based
on the number and configuration of the microtile units.
One exemplary method of self-organizing and configur-
ing is implemented under control of the system control
unit 7, although it is contemplated that self-organizing
and configuring may also be performed as a distributed
process among the interconnected microtile units 1.
[0042] The exemplary method of self-organizing and
configuring of microtile units 1 comprises three phases:
Address Assignment; Module Identification; and Array
Mapping. Once these three phases are complete, the
system controller unit 7 contains a complete map of the
interconnected microtile units 1 for the purpose of dis-
tributing command signals and image content over the
entire array in accordance with the detected shape and
size of the array. The system control unit 7 initiates the
self organization process as part of the power-up proce-
dure. Preferably, the input modules 9 and microtiles units
1 support hot plugging, so that a user interface option
may be provided to rerun the self organization process
on an as-required basis.
[0043] In the Address Assignment step, the system
control unit 7 issues an "AUTOADDRESS 1" command
to the first ’leftward’ module 1 to which it is connected in
the series-connected ’chain’ of units (i.e. the unit 1A in
Figure 1). The receiving unit 1A responds by setting its
internal address to "1", and sends an "AUTOADDRESS
2" command to the next module (unit 1 B) in the daisy
chain connection (i.e. via the cable 5 connected to its
output port). Unit 1 B, upon receiving the "AUTOAD-
DRESS 2" command sets its internal address to "2", and
sends an "AUTOADDRESS 3" to unit 1C. Unit 1C in turn
configures the next microtile unit in the chain, and so on.
In this manner, all microtile units 1 (and any input modules
9 to the left of the system control unit 7) are assigned
unique ID numbers.
[0044] During the Module Identification phase, the sys-
tem control unit 7 determines what modules it is connect-
ed to by requesting the modules at addresses 1, 2, 3,
etc., to identify themselves. As discussed above in the
Address Assignment phase, each microtile unit 1A, 1 B,
etc. (and any connected input module 9) is programmed
to return a unique identifying code. This allows the system
control unit 7 to know what is connected at address 1,
address 2, address 3, etc. When a request is met with
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no response, the system control unit 7 will know it has
reached the end of the chain.
[0045] Once all items connected to the left of the sys-
tem control unit 7 have been assigned an address and
have been identified, the entire self-organization process
is repeated for any units (microtile units 1 and/or input
modules 9) to the right of the system control unit, where
the first unit to the right (i.e. unit 1 F in Figure 1) is allocated
the next sequential address.
[0046] The Array Mapping phase is used to establish
the spatial relationship between all of the connected mi-
crotile units 1. As briefly discussed in connection with
Figure 2, an LED 26 and photodetector 28 pair is provided
along each surface of a microtile unit 1. According to one
embodiment of the Array Mapping phase, the LEDs 26
on the top and left side of each individual microtile unit
1, and photodetectors 28 along the bottom and right side
of each microtile unit, are paired such that the photode-
tectors are sensitive to the wavelengths emitted by the
LEDs. The placement of LEDs 26 and photodetectors 28
is such that the top and left LEDs of one microtile unit
are aligned with photodetectors on adjacent microtile
units to the top and left, respectively, such that only one
photodetector 28 is capable of ’seeing’ any given LED
26 within the array.
[0047] The LED 26 and photodetector 28 pairs may
also be used for optically communicating video and com-
mand signals between respective modules 1, 7 and 9,
as an alternative to serial data cables 5.
[0048] The Array Mapping phase starts with the sys-
tem control unit 7 sending a command to microtile unit
1A to turn on its top surface LED 26. The system control
unit 7 then queries all other microtile units 1 see which
one is capable of detecting the illuminated LED (i.e. via
an associated photodetector 28). Because of the align-
ment of LEDs and photodetectors discussed above, only
one microtile unit 1 (or none) will respond in the affirma-
tive. The system control unit 7 then knows which microtile
unit (i.e. unit 1 B) is directly above unit 1A. The system
control unit 7 then commands microtile unit 1 A to turn
off its top LED 26 and illuminate its left-surface LED 26.
Another query is sent by system control unit 7 to the array
of microtile units in order to reveal the address of the unit
immediately to the left of microtile unit 1A. If no microtile
unit responds in the affirmative, then the system control
unit 7 knows that there is no unit adjacent and to the left
of unit 1A, and therefore a gap or a boundary has been
located in the array. System control unit 7 then proceeds
to repeat the process for unit 1 B. By carrying out this
procedure through the entire array, system control unit
7 builds a map indicating precisely how the array is phys-
ically configured. This information is then used by the
system control unit 7 to determine the portion of the image
each individual microtile unit is to be responsible for, and
to relay that information to each microtile unit 1.
[0049] A person skilled in the art will appreciate that
the Array Mapping phase does not need to be done with
LEDs and photodetectors. For example, a set of electrical

contacts could also be used (especially for the grid mi-
crotile embodiment of Figure 4), or other similar physical
detection may be used to establish which units are phys-
ically adjacent to each other.
[0050] Turning to Figure 7, a block diagram is provided
showing electronic components of an arrangement of mi-
crotile units 1, input modules 9 and a system controller
7 according to an exemplary embodiment. Each microtile
unit 1, input module 9 and a system controller 7 incorpo-
rates a video routing and processing module comprising
PLD/ASIC 71 and frame buffer 73, the details of which
are set forth in Figure 8, for receiving, transmitting and
operating on video and command signals. The functional
circuitry of each video routing and processing module is
identical but operates on video and command signals in
accordance with its ’personality’ as a microtile unit 1, input
module 9, or system controller 7. Thus, the video routing
and processing module of each microtile unit 1 commu-
nicates with an associated mosaic display module com-
prising digital to analog converter (DAC) 75 and DVI
transmitter 77 for transmitting video signals to an asso-
ciated light engine via a DVI connector 79. Likewise, each
input module 9 includes a DVI receiver 81 for receiving
video signals from a source, such as a PC via a DVI
connector 79, and each system controller 7 includes a
CPU 83 for exchanging command/control messages with
other units, via its video routing and processing module.
[0051] Video signals are input to the video routing and
processing module via an input bus 85, and video signals
are output therefrom via an output bus 87. CPU command
signals are exchanged via a control bus 89.
[0052] Turning to Figure 8, details of an exemplary vid-
eo routing and processing module are set forth. Test pat-
terns block 101 is used to generate test images for testing
interconnection of modules and as an aid in set up for
image geometry correction, etc.
[0053] Crosspoint switch 103 functions as a multiplex-
er under control of control logic 105. Control logic 105
controls operation of the video routing and processing
module in one of either a "master mode" or "slave mode",
as discussed in greater detail below.
[0054] The auto setup block 107 receives input video
signals from DVI receiver 81 via input bus 85, performs
autodetection of the video format (e.g. VGA, XGA, etc.)
and optimizes the video signal for display at an adjacent
microtile unit 1. The video signal is loaded into a FIFO
109 for synchronizing the timing of the input video source
to the internal processor clock (CLK), and output there-
from to the crosspoint switch 103. As an alternative, the
functionality of auto setup block 107 may be incorporated
directly into the DVI input module.
[0055] A PCS (Physical Coding Sublayer) block 111
provides an interface between the signals on cable’s 5,
the Crosspoint switch 103 and control logic 105. The PCS
block 111 includes a pair of CDR (clock data recovery)
decoder circuits and a pair of serialize encoder circuits
for each serial cable 5. A PLL 113 (phase locked loop)
is connected to each decode and encode circuit to pro-
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vide proper synchronization of the multiple serial data
streams. The lower CDR decoder circuit (Ser1 Rx2 and
Ser2Rx2) is, in turn, connected to a command extract
block, while the lower serialize encoder circuits receives
signals from a command insert block. Packetized data
received from cable 5 is unpacked via an unpack data
block before application to crosspoint switch 103. Con-
versely, signals received from crosspoint switch 103 are
packetized in packetize data blocks for transmission via
cable 5.
[0056] When operating in a "master mode", in which
the video routing and processing module forms part of
the control module 7, command data is extracted from
the video blanking interval of video signals carried by
cable 5 and inserted into the data stream (e.g. using
8B10B encoding) via the command extract and insert
blocks, respectively, under control of CPU 83. When op-
erating in a "slave mode", wherein the video routing and
processing module forms part of microtile unit 1 or input
module 9, command data embedded in the video stream
(e.g. the AUTOADDRESS commands used for self-or-
ganizing and configuring of microtile units 1) are extract-
ed and applied to control logic 105. More particularly, the
packetize and unpack data blocks perform the necessary
conversion between 8B10B encoded data blocks and
raster scan video data signaling.
[0057] CPU interface 115 exchanges commands be-
tween control logic 105 and the CPU 83 (where the video
routing and processing module forms part of the control
module 7). Register file 117 stores configurations and
settings for control logic 105.
[0058] An OSD (On Screen Display) module 119 for
overlaying user menus generated by the CPU 83 on video
data transmitted to the various microtile units 1.
[0059] A 3 x 3 FIR filter 121 is provided for anti-aliasing
the input video signal to permit keystone correction, as
is known in the art. A further FIR filter 123 performs bi-
linear image scaling (2x2 scalar filter), and rotation (key-
stone correction) based on information received from the
alignment process discussed above in connection with
Figures 6A and 6B. Frame buffer 73 stores portions of
the required image and downloads the necessary filter
coefficients to the filter 123. After scaling, the filter 123
performs an additional high pass filter operation on the
output video signal for increased image sharpness (3x3
sharpness filter).
[0060] Filtered signals output from filter 123 are ap-
plied to a block 125 via line buffer 124, for colour match-
ing, edge blending, uniformity correction and gamma cor-
rection. For colour matching, block 125 implements a 3x3
(RGB) colour correction matrix based on input from the
sensors discussed above in connection with Figures 6A
and 6B to correct colour differences resulting from man-
ufacturing tolerances associated with the microtile units
1, as well as the effects of temperature and aging on the
illumination light source. Edge blending is used for the
"grid" microtile embodiment of Figures 4A, 4B and 4C,
as is known in the art. Likewise, gamma correction is

performed in a conventional manner.
[0061] An output timing block 127 includes a further
PLL to accommodate various display types and program-
mable output timing.
[0062] Preferably, the module also includes a GPIO
(General Purpose Input/Output) block 129 for providing
a set of 10 ports which can be configured for either input
or output, and to support common bus protocols such as
the I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit), serial computer bus 133
described in United States Patent No. 4,689,740.
[0063] An IR receiver 131 is provided for remote con-
trol of the associated module 1, 7 or 9.
[0064] A fan 135 provides cooling for the module
(whether a microtile unit 1, system control unit 7 or input
module 9), in a well-known manner.
[0065] Although not shown, GPIO 129, IR receiver
132, and I2C interface 133 are connected to control logic
105.
[0066] A person skilled in the art, having read the de-
scription embodiments described heretofore, may con-
ceive of variations and alternative embodiments. For ex-
ample, although the embodiment of Figure 1 includes a
single source of power 7, which is distributed amongst
the plurality of microtile units 1, it is contemplated that
each microtile unit 1 may incorporate its own power sup-
ply, especially for small configurations of microtile units
1. Likewise, it is contemplated that, whereas the illumi-
nation for the microtile units 1 discussed above is self-
contained, light from one or more light sources may be
distributed to multiple microtile units 1. All such variations
and alternative embodiments are within the scope of the
present specification.
[0067] Attention is now directed to Figure 9 which de-
picts a block diagram of an imaging system 900, accord-
ing to a particular non-limiting embodiment. The system
900 is similar to the system depicted in Figure 1, with like
elements having like numbers, however labeled with a
prime (’). For example, microtile units 1’A, 1’B etc. (ge-
nerically a microtile unit 1’ and collectively microtile units
1’) of system 900 are similar to the microtile units 1 of
Figure 1. Differences between the elements of the sys-
tem depicted in Figure 1 and the elements of system 900
will be described hereafter. In general, the system 900
comprises an array of microtile units 1’, at least one input
module 9’, a signal harness 5’ (for example, cable 5 of
Figure), and power harnesses 910.
[0068] The signal harness 5’ is enabled to convey a
data signal (e.g. a video signal) between the microtile
units 1’ and the input module 9’, the signal harness 5’
comprising a plurality of cables enabled to connect the
microtile units 1’ with each other in any sequence, and
to further connect the microtile units 1’ with the input mod-
ule 9’. The power harness 910 comprises a plurality of
cables enabled to provide power to the microtile units 1’,
the power harness 910 connected to the microtile units
1’ in any sequence, and the input module 9’. The signal
harness 5’ and the power harness 910 are described in
further detail below.
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[0069] As described above with reference to microtiles
1 in Figure 1, the microtile units 1’ are generally self-
organizing. Each microtile unit 1’ comprises a self con-
tained mini-display unit and at least two signal ports 920,
the signal harness 5’ connectable to the signal ports 920.
The signal ports 920 are generally interchangeable, such
that that the order in which signal harness 5’ is connected
is immaterial. Each signal port 920 is enabled for bi-di-
rectional flow of data, for example via an input channel
and an output channel, such that data may flow bi-direc-
tionally through the system 900 when the microtile units
1’ are connected. In some embodiments, each signal port
920 is enabled for bidirectional flow of video data (e.g.
video signals), each signal port 920 comprising a 5Gbps
input channel and a 5Gbps output channel. However,
data rates are not to be considered particularly limiting.
In general, one of the signal ports 920 is designated as
the active source, and the data (e.g. a video signal) on
a channel associated with the active source is displayed
on the micro tile units 1’.
[0070] The microtile unit 1’ is further enabled as an
active relay, passing data both ways up and down the
chain. This enables a video signal to be reliably distrib-
uted through the entire array of microtile units 1’ with a
minimum of cabling, and a minimal risk of signal degra-
dation.
[0071] In some embodiments, each face of the micro-
tile unit 1’ that neighbours a display side of the microtile
unit 1’ (e.g. top, bottom, left, and right sides), comprises
a photodetector (not depicted, however see Figure 2 for
an embodiments of a block microtile unit 21 in which each
of two adjacent faces of the block microtile unit 21 com-
prises a photodetector, each of the two adjacent sides
neighbouring a display side). In general, the photodetec-
tors will be aligned to detect stray light from any neigh-
bouring microtile units 1’ in the array. This arrangement
enables self organization of the microtile units 1’, as de-
scribed above, however using the input module 9’ of the
system 900, described below.
[0072] With the information gathered from the self or-
ganization, individual microtile units 1’ "know" their posi-
tion within the array (e.g. each microtile 1’ is provisioned
with array data as a result of the self organization). Fur-
ther, individual microtile units 1’ "know" the video signal
characteristics (e.g. each microtile 1’ is enabled to proc-
ess the video signal). Using these two pieces of informa-
tion, each microtile tile 1’ is enabled to crop an input image
in the video signal to select its own portion of the main
image, thereby producing a sub-image, and then scale
the sub-image to fill its own display screen. In embodi-
ments of the microtile unit 1’ that include the DDR inter-
face of Figure 8, the DDR interface is enabled to crop an
input image in the video signal to select its own portion
of the main image, thereby producing a sub-image, and
then scale the sub-image to fill the display screen of the
microtile unit 1’.
[0073] The system 900 comprises at least one input
module 9’. The input module 9’ is similar to the input

module 9, described above, however the input module
9’ is further enabled with the functionality of the system
control described above. Hence, the input module 9’ acts
as a source of data/video signals/images to be displayed
at the microtile units 1’ while assisting in the self-organ-
ization process.
[0074] The input module 9’ is generally enabled to cou-
ple to a source of power via a suitable connector 925, for
example a connector enabled to plug into a suitable wall
outlet. The input module 9’ further comprises a connector
926 enabled to couple to the power harness 910, the
connector 926 enabled to convey power from the con-
nector 925 to the power harness 910, thereby providing
power to the microtile units 1’.
[0075] In some embodiments, the input module 9’ is
enabled to couple data sources into the array of microtile
units 1’, including but not limited to standard video sourc-
es, for example via at least one data input port 930. In
some of these embodiments, the input module 9’ may be
adapted to couple a specific data source into the array,
according to any suitable desired specification, via a spe-
cifically enabled input port 930. However, the number of
input ports 930 is not particularly limiting and can range
from one data input port 930 to any desired combination
of data input ports 930. For example, in some embodi-
ments, the at least one data input port 930 comprises
any desired combination of DVI input(s), HDMI input(s),
VGA input(s), CVBS input(s), SVideo input(s), Compo-
nent input(s), USB input(s), serial input(s) and/or Ether-
net input(s). Further, the configuration and/or standard
of the at least one data input port 930 and/or any data/
video signals being conveyed through the at least one
data input port 930 is not to be considered particularly
limiting, and indeed other broadcast standards/data input
port configurations that may occur to a person of skill in
the art are within the scope of present embodiments. For
example, should video and/or broadcast standards such
as SDI or HDSDI, be desired, the input module 9’ may
be adapted in kind.
[0076] From the perspective of a video source coupled
to the array via the input module 9’, the array of microtile
units 1’ will appear like a single video monitor. Further,
the system 900 may be enabled to support extended dis-
play identification data (EDID). The EDID contents, as
known to a person of skill in the art, may be updated to
reflect the arrangement of the microtile units 1’ in the
array, and further, in these embodiments, the EDID may
specify a preferred video resolution.
[0077] In some embodiments, the input module 9’ may
be adapted for flash memory or hard disk playback. For
example the input module 9’ may comprise a flash mem-
ory card which comprises pre-rendered content (e.g.
graphics, images, video, etc.). The input module 9’ may
be further enabled to cause to the array of microtile units
1’ to cycle through a sequence of graphics, images, vid-
eos etc. (e.g. a slideshow) at a set rate. Such a configu-
ration enables the system 900 to operate in a standalone
mode, with no external source of data. Updating the con-
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tent of the flash memory card can be performed via any
suitable communications standard and data input port
930 (e.g. including but not limited to USB, Ethernet, WiFi,
etc). In some embodiments, the input module 9’ is ena-
bled for streaming video from a storage medium (hard
disk, USB thumb drive, CF Flash etc.) or it could accept
compressed streaming video from a network interface
(Ethernet, USB, WiFi, etc).
[0078] The input module 9’ is further enabled to proc-
ess data signals received via the at least one data input
port 930 into an output data signal suitable for processing
and display at the microtile units 1’. For example, the
input module 9’ may be enabled to process video signals
into an output video signal suitable for display at the mi-
crotile units 1’. Indeed, it is advantageous and cost ef-
fective to centralize video processing at the input module
9’, as there are generally fewer input modules 1’ in an
imaging system such as system 900, than there are mi-
crotile units 1’. For example, in a specific non-limiting
embodiment, one input module 9’ may be enabled to cou-
ple to as many as 20 microtile units 1’. However, the
number of microtile units 1’ which may be coupled to an
input module 9’ is not to be considered particularly limit-
ing.
[0079] Hence the input module 9’ may be enabled with
a plurality of video processing features, including but not
limited to colour space conversion, noise reduction,
and/or detail enhancement, etc. Further, in some embod-
iments, the input module 9’ may be enabled for down
scaling and/or frame rate conversion. In further embod-
iments, the input module 9’ may be configured with a
specific set of video processing features according to im-
age quality requirements of a specific application. In yet
further embodiments, the input module 9’ may be ena-
bled to couple interlaced video sources into the array of
microtiles 1’. In some of these embodiments, the input
module 9’ is enabled with deinterlacing logic.
[0080] The input module 9’ hence further comprises at
least one signal port 935 enabled to couple to the signal
harness 5’, and thereby distribute the output data signal
to the microtile units 1’. In some embodiments the output
data signal comprises a video signal, and in a particular
non-limiting embodiment, the output data signal compris-
es progressive scanned 24bit RGB video. In some em-
bodiments, due to the bi-directional nature of data flow
in the system 900, as described above, the at least one
signal port 935 is further enabled to receive data signals
from the array of microtile units 1’, the data signals from
the array of microtile units 1’ generally comprising com-
mand signals received from the microtile units 1’. In some
embodiments, the data signals from the array of microtile
units 1’ comprise the output data signal with command
signals from the microtile units 1’ inserted therein, as will
be described below.
[0081] The input module 9’ may be further enabled for
drawing full frame images, which allows low frame rate
image generation from pre-rendered material stored on
a flash card, or download through at least one data input

port 930, such as a USB port.
[0082] The input module 9’ may also comprise a user
interface, either physical, electronic, or a combination.
For example, in a particular non-limiting embodiment, the
input module 9’ may be enabled to generate an on-screen
display (OSD), for example on the array of microtile units
1’, a given microtile unit 1’ in the array of microtile units
1’, and/or an external display device coupled to the input
module 9’, e.g. via a USB port, a serial port, an Ethernet
port and the like.
[0083] In a particular non-limiting embodiment, the in-
put module 9’ comprises a USB 1.2 device port, a serial
port and an Ethernet 10/100/1000 port for user control.
Features of the system 900 may be addressable and
controllable through any of these three ports. In some
embodiments, the input module 9’ may be enabled for
communication via Bluetooth 2.1 for remote control of
the system 900.
[0084] In further embodiments, the input module 9’
comprises a USB 2.0 host port, which enables field up-
grades of firmware. The USB 2.0 host port may be ena-
bled for download of pre-rendered content for semi-static
display. Pre-rendered content can be in any suitable file
format (e.g. JPEG, JPEG2000, TIFF, PDF, etc.)
[0085] Communication between microtile units 1’, gen-
erally occur via the signal ports 920 and the signal har-
ness 5’, and communication between the input module
9’ and microtile units 1’ occurs via the signal port(s) 935,
the signal ports 920 and the signal harness 5’. In a par-
ticular non-limiting embodiment, each of the signal ports
920 and the signal port(s) 935 comprises a serial video
interface. As described above, during the blanking inter-
val of a video signal/stream, commands can be inserted
into the video stream by the input module 9’ and/or a
microtile 1’, and extracted at another microtile unit 1’ (e.g.
the next microtile unit 1’). TCP/IP with DHCP may be
used to assign each microtile unit 1’ a unique address,
to enable addressing of individual microtile units 1’, and
to further transmit commands to a specific microtile unit
1’.
[0086] The signal harness 5’ is enabled to convey data
and command signals between microtile units 1’; how-
ever, the sequence in which microtile units 1’ are con-
nected is generally immaterial. In a particular exemplary
embodiment, the microtile units 1’s are connected in a
daisy chain configuration. The block diagram depicted in
Figure 1 shows one example of a daisy chain configura-
tion; however, any sequence would be equally accepta-
ble for basic operation. In some embodiments, complex
modes of operation may require specific wiring schemes,
for example see Figure 10.
[0087] In some embodiments, the signal harness 5’
comprises 4 wire pairs of 100ohms differential imped-
ance, and is enabled to sustain 2.5Gbps of data per pair
over a distance of 5m. In a preferred embodiment, the
signal harness 5’ comprises a commonly available type
so that in the field, a user can readily find replacement
parts should a cable get damaged or lost. In some em-
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bodiments, the signal harness 5’ comprises CAT5 cables
and/or crossover CAT6 cables, however any other suit-
able cable is within the scope of present embodiments.
[0088] In a particular non-limiting embodiment, each
microtile unit 1’ may comprise its own universal power
supply (110V-240V, 50Hz/60Hz). Further, the power har-
ness 910 comprises at least one power splitter cable 940
for each microtile unit 1’, in a one-to-one relationship.
The power splitter cable 940 forms a T junction, wherein
one end of the T is enabled to plug into the back of a
microtile unit 1’. The other two ends of the power splitter
940 enable to the power harness 910 form a daisy chain
with other microtile units 1’ (e.g. neighbouring microtile
units). Each leg of the power splitter cable 940 may com-
prise a unique connector enabled for connection in only
one manner (i.e. the power splitter 940 is installable in
only one configuration). The number of microtile units 1’
that may be daisy chained is not particularly limiting,
though there may be limitations based on the power sup-
plies at the microtiles 1’ and/or any power supplies at the
input module 9’ and/or the power available through the
connector 925. The number of microtile units 1’ on a sin-
gle daisy chain may also be limited by the gauge of wire
chosen for the power splitter cable 940, and by safety
regulations in the location of the installation.
[0089] In some non-limiting embodiments, the system
900 may further comprise at least one line cord adapter
module (not depicted), with one a line cord adapter mod-
ule enabled to power a given number of microtile units
1’. In some embodiments, the line cord adapter enables
the originating leg of one of the first power splitter cable
in the daisy chain to be plugged into a standard wall sock-
et. The line cord adapter module may be adapted for the
particular type of wall socket available (e.g. different
countries have different types of wall sockets), and the
parameters of the power available via the wall socket. In
some embodiments, the line cord adapter may comprise
a circuit breaker with reset of a suitable amperage (e.g.
12 amps), and warning LED indicator. This circuit breaker
is enabled to trip if too many microtile units 1’ are con-
nected to the line cord adapter (i.e. too many microtile
units 1’ in a single circuit). The line cord adapter may be
labeled with user instructions explaining the limit on the
number of microtile units 1’ that may be plugged into the
line cord adapter. Alternatively, input module 9’ may be
enabled with the functionality of the line cord adapter.
[0090] In a particular non-limiting embodiment, up to
12 microtile units 1’may be daisy chained together in the
system 900, with one line cord adapter for every 12 mi-
crotile units 1’.
[0091] Returning now to the self-organization process
described above with reference to the system of Figure
1, some embodiments of system 900 may comprise a
plurality of input modules 9’ (e.g. see system 1000 de-
picted in Figure 10 and described below). Further, each
microtile unit 1’ and each input module 9’ comprises a
microprocessor, and the self organization process com-
mences relying in part on processing at each microtile

unit 1’ and each input module 9’. However, in such em-
bodiments, one input module 9’ in the entire array will be
designated as system master, for example upon power
up, and all other units will act as slave devices. In some
embodiments, only an input module 9’ may act as master.
[0092] However, upon power-up of system 900, mul-
tiple system masters may be present in the system 900,
for example embodiments of system 900 with more than
one input module 9’ attached. For example, between
power ups and power downs, an input module 9’ may be
added, removed, or relocated within the array. Hence,
on power up, all input module 9’s may initially assume
they are the system master, and begin the self organiza-
tion process. At some point, however, two system mas-
ters will encounter each other, and hence the system 900
is enabled with an arbitration scheme such that only one
two input modules 9’ is designated as the system master.
[0093] Attention is now directed to Figure 14 which de-
picts a method 1400 for determining a system master via
non-limiting arbitration schemes when a plurality of input
modules 9’ is present in an imaging system such as sys-
tem 900, according to a non-limiting embodiment. In or-
der to assist in the explanation of the method 1400, it will
be assumed that the method 1400 is performed using
the system 900. Furthermore, the following discussion
of the method 1400 will lead to a further understanding
of the system 900 and its various components. However,
it is to be understood that the system 900 and/or the
method 1400 can be varied, and need not work exactly
as discussed herein in conjunction with each other, and
that such variations are within the scope of present em-
bodiments.
[0094] At step 1410, a first input module 9’ encounters
a second input module 9’. At step 1420, if immediately
prior to the last power down, one of the two input modules
9’ had been acting as system master, and the other as
slave, then the input module 9’ that was last system mas-
ter remains system master, at step 1430 or step 1440.
At step 1450, if both input modules 9’ had been a system
master, or neither a system master, then the system mas-
ter may be designated based on firmware revision, such
that the input module 9’ with the newest firmware is des-
ignated as system master, at step 1430 or step 1440. If
the same version of firmware is in both input modules 9’,
then at step 1460, the input module 9’ that has already
organized the largest number of microtile units 1’ may be
designated as system master, at step 1430 or step 1440.
Alternatively, at step 1470, the input module 9’ that first
discovers the other input module 1’ is designated as sys-
tem master, at step 1430 or step 1440. Other arbitration
schemes are within the scope of the present specifica-
tion, however, and the arbitration scheme is not to be
considered particularly limiting. Further the order of steps
1420 through 1470 is not to be considered particularly
limiting, and in some of embodiments, at least one of
steps 1420 through 1470 may be optional, and another
arbitration scheme used.
[0095] Attention is now directed to Figure 15 which de-
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picts a method 1500 of self organization, according to a
non-limiting embodiment. In order to assist in the expla-
nation of the method 1500, it will be assumed that the
method 1500 is performed using the system 900. Fur-
thermore, the following discussion of the method 1500
will lead to a further understanding of the system 900 and
its various components. However, it is to be understood
that the system 900 and/or the method 1500 can be var-
ied, and need not work exactly as discussed herein in
conjunction with each other, and that such variations are
within the scope of present embodiments.
[0096] In general, and as described in some detail
above, self organization is controlled by the system mas-
ter, and happens in three phases. Phase one is Address
Assignment (step 1510). Phase two is Module Identifica-
tion (step 1515). Phase three is Array Mapping (steps
1525-1560). Once these three phases are complete, the
system master will know everything it needs to know in
order to control the system. In some embodiments the
input modules 9’, microtile units 1’ may be further enabled
to support hot plugging (i.e. an input module 9’ and/or a
microtile unit 1’ are plugged into the array after power-
up/self-organization), for example by transmitting a sig-
nal to a neighbouring element to determine if self-organ-
ization has already occurred; if so, the new element may
then trigger another self-organization of at least a portion
of the array. Other methods of supporting hot plugging
are with the scope of present embodiments.
[0097] In the Address Assignment phase, at step 1510,
the system master will issue an "AUTOADDRESS 1"
command to the first microtile unit 1’A connected to a
first one of the at least one signal ports 935. The receiving
microtile unit 1’A will respond by setting its internal ad-
dress to "1". The microtile unit 1’A will then send an "AU-
TOADDRESS 2" command to the next microtile unit 1’B
in the daisy chain (i.e. out the opposite signal port 920).
Microtile unit 1’B, upon receiving the "AUTOADDRESS
2" command will set its internal address to "2", and send
an "AUTOADDRESS 3" to microtile unit 1’C. Microtile
unit 1’C in turn will configure the next microtile unit 1’ in
the chain, and so on. In this manner, all microtile units 1’
connected to one side of the system master will be as-
signed a unique ID number.
[0098] In the Module Identification phase, at step 1515,
the system master will probe to determine what is con-
nected to it. It will start by requesting the microtile unit 1’
at address 1 to identify itself. Each microtile unit 1’ re-
sponds, indicating its presence. If the responding micro-
tile unit 1’ is connected to another input module 9’, it will
indicate which input module 9’ type is present. In addition,
revision information may be included in the response to
assist with any forward or backward firmware compati-
bility issues. This enables the system master to know
what is connected at address 1. It will then request the
same data from address 2, 3, etc. If a request is met with
no response, the system master will know it has reached
the end of the chain.
[0099] Once all microtile units 1’ connected to the first

one of the at least one signal ports 935 of the system
master have been assigned an address and been iden-
tified, the process (i.e. steps 1510 and 1515) can be re-
peated for the microtile units 1’ connected to a second
one of the at least one signal ports 935, with the first
microtile unit 1’E connected to this signal ports 935 get-
ting the next address in sequence.
[0100] The Mesh Mapping phase is used to establish
the spatial relationship between the connected microtile
units 1’. Each tile will have the ability to direct a small
portion of light out a small hole cut into each side of the
tile (i.e. top, bottom, left and right). The process will start
with steps 1525 and 1530, with the input module 9’ send-
ing a command to microtile unit 1’A to direct light out its
top hole, for example via a top spill-light (e.g. an LED).
The mechanical design will ensure that only one microtile
unit 1’ photodetector can see this leaking light. At step
1535, the system master will query all attached microtile
units 1’ to ask who can see the top spill-light. Only one
microtile unit 1’ will respond in the affirmative. From this,
the system master will now know which microtile unit 1’
is directly above microtile unit 1’A (e.g. microtile unit 1’B),
and the spatial relationship between microtile 1’A and
the responding microtile 1’ can be mapped at step 1540.
The system master will then command microtile unit 1’A
to turn off its top spill-light and to turn on another spill-
light, such as the right spill-light (e.g. steps 1550 and
1530). Another query to the array will reveal the address
of the unit immediately to the right of microtile unit 1’A
(e.g. microtile unit 1’F). Two more commands and que-
ries will map out the bottom and right sides of microtile
unit 1’A (i.e. steps 1530 through 1550 are repeated for
all four sides). If there are no tiles located in those spaces,
all microtile unit 1’s will respond that no light was detect-
ed, and the system master will know it has found a bound-
ary.
[0101] In some embodiments, adjacent microtiles 1’
may be detected via a signal/detector combination other
than a light and photodetector. For example, an infrared
light may be used with a suitable photodetector. In other
embodiments, each microtile 1’ may comprise at least
one RFID tag identifying the microtile 1’, and an RFID
reader suitable for reading RFID tags in adjacent micro-
tiles 1’. In some of these embodiments, each side of each
microtile 1’ comprises an RFID tag identifying the side
with which it is associated. In these embodiments, adja-
cent microtiles 1’ can be identified by triggering all other
microtiles 1’ to read the tags of adjacent microtiles 1’ until
the microtile 1’ in question is found: hence, step 1530 is
skipped.
[0102] In any event, once all four sides have been
mapped (i.e. step 1545), the system master then proceed
to microtile unit 1’B, at step 1555 and repeats the process
until all the microtiles 1’ have been mapped (e.g. the sys-
tem master knows the number of microtiles 1’ in the array
from step 1510 and stops querying at step 1560 when
all the microtiles 1’ have been queried). In some embod-
iments, if the relative position of the microtile 1’B with
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respect to another microtile 1’ has already been estab-
lished, such as the relative position with respect to mi-
crotile 1’A, the detection of microtile 1’A is redundant and
may be skipped. By carrying out this procedure through
the entire array, a map can be built indicating precisely
how the array of microtile units 1’ is configured with re-
spect to one another.
[0103] However, the self organization process as-
sumes that each microtile unit 1’in the array is in direct
physical contact with at least one other microtile unit 1’.
If the microtile units 1’ are not contiguous, in some em-
bodiments, set-up may be completed via user interven-
tion at step 1570, for example via the user interface, or
through external software. Furthermore, some embodi-
ments may be enabled to allow a user to override the
settings determined in the self discovery phase, and as-
sign any portion of an data signal, such as an input image
(graphics, static images, video, etc.), to any microtile unit
1’ manually.
[0104] In some embodiments, loop around occurs
when if the daisy chain of the microtile units 1’ and the
system master/input module 9’ are closed into a loop. In
these embodiments, during the Address Assignment
phase, the system master will be the starting and termi-
nating element in the loop. This allows for a low cost
redundancy in the array. Due to the daisy chaining nature
of the architecture, the array may be susceptible to single
point failure: If one microtile unit 1’ fails, or a portion of
the signal harness 5’ fails, all subsequent microtile units
1’ will loose their signal source. By closing the daisy chain
into a loop, there will be two signal and control paths from
the system master to each microtile unit 1’. If one microtile
unit 1’ fails, the subsequent microtile unit 1’s can be ac-
cessed through the alternate signal path.
[0105] In other embodiments, a ’no source loop’ occurs
if the microtile units 1’ are inadvertently daisy chained
without an input module 9’. A no source loop may also
occur if the signal harness 5’ gets damaged, or becomes
unplugged. To account for this situation, in some embod-
iments, each microtile unit 1’ further comprises a timer,
and on power-up, at step 1505, each microtile unit 1’
starts their timer. If a microtile unit 1’ doesn’t receive a
communication from a System Master before a timeout
period expires, at step 1507 a suitable error message
may be generated at step 1509, for example via internal
OSD capabilities (e.g. a flashing red screen with a text
based error message displayed at the microtile 1’).
[0106] Attention is now directed to Figure 10, which
depicts a block diagram of an imaging system 900A ac-
cording to a particular non-limiting embodiment, the sys-
tem 900A being similar to system 900 with like elements
having like numbers. The system 900A differs from the
system 900 in that system 900A comprises three input
modules 9’A, 9’B and 9’C, similar to embodiments of input
module 9’, and further the microtile units 1’ have been
wired together, via the signal harness 5’, in a manner that
supports a Picture-in-Picture (PIP) configuration. In the
exemplary embodiment, it is assumed that the data signal

comprises a video signal, though it is understood that the
video signal can comprises still images, moving images,
graphics, video, etc., in any suitable format.
[0107] For example, the bidirectional nature of the vid-
eo interconnect scheme allows multiple input modules 9’
to be active at the same time. That is, one input module
9’A can broadcast one data signal up (and/or down) the
chain, while a second input module 9’B can broadcast a
second data signal up (and/or down) the chain. The sys-
tem 900A can be configured such that an image based
on the first data signal is displayed on a first subset of
the microtiles 1’, while an image based on the second
data signal is displayed on a second subset of the micro-
tiles 1’. The system 900 can be further enabled to support
multiple PIP windows, given particular interconnection
schemes, such that a third input module 9’C can broad-
cast a third data signal up (and/or down) the chain, with
an image based on the third data signal is displayed on
a third subset of the microtiles 1’.
[0108] For example, from the Mesh Mapping process
the system master is enabled to know the configuration
of the array, and further the wiring of the microtiles 1’.
From this information, the user interface can be enabled
to guide the user into setting up PIP combinations. For
example, once a desired PIP combination is determined,
PIP mapping scheme data may be stored at the system
master (or another element accessible to the system
master), the PIP mapping scheme data comprising the
identifiers (e.g. addresses) of each of the microtiles 1’ in
each of the subsets of microtiles 1’ that display each given
image from each different data source, along with their
relative positions.
[0109] it is understood that the wiring scheme depicted
in Figure 10 is but one of a number of possible wiring
schemes that would also enable PIP configurations, and
each of these possible wiring schemes are within the
scope of present embodiments. However, there are also
wiring schemes that would not enable PIP configurations,
and a user wiring the microtiles 1’ may need some knowl-
edge of the desired configuration (PIP or otherwise) prior
to wiring the microtiles 1’. Hence, to aid in the wiring of
the microtiles 1’, the system 900A may further comprise
an application for designing suitable PIPs (e.g. the ap-
plication running on an external PC, an input module 9’
and/or one or more of the microtiles 1’), the application
generating a wiring/interconnect scheme that a user may
follow to achieve the desired results.
[0110] Figure 10 further depicts a non-limiting example
of how the system 900A may be configured to support
multiple PIPS. In this example, the microtiles 1’ are wired
together in a daisy chain with the three input modules
9’A, 9’B and 9’C. During self organization, one of the
input modules 9’ is designated as the system master, as
described above. Input module 9’A is configured to sup-
ply graphics G ("background graphics with animated log-
os"), to the microtiles 1’, input module 9’B is configured
to supply a video signal V1 ("advertising") to the microtiles
1’, while the input module 9’C is configured to supply a
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video signal V2 ("music videos") to the microtiles 1’. Via
the PIP mapping scheme data, knowledge of the relative
positions of the microtiles 1’, and knowledge of the input
modules 9’, the system master causes the graphic G, the
video signal V1 and the video signal V2 to be displayed
on the respective designated subsets of microtiles 1’. In
some embodiments, once the data signal for a designat-
ed subset of microtiles has been propagated to all the
microtiles 1’ in that subset, the data signal is not propa-
gated to the remaining microtiles 1’ in the daisy chain, to
save on processing resources.
[0111] Attention is now directed to Figure 11, which
depicts a block diagram of a microtile 1100 according to
a non-limiting embodiment. In some embodiments, the
microtile unit 1’ of system 900 comprises the microtile
1100. The microtile 1100 comprises subsystems, includ-
ing but not limited to a mechanical housing 1110, an op-
tical screen 120, a microtiles light engine (MLE) 1130, a
front end board (FEB) 1140, an infrared sensor 1150, at
least one auto align sensor 1160, an internal power sup-
ply 1170, and a cooling system 1180 (e.g. a fan).
[0112] The mechanical housing 1110 is enabled to
structurally support the other elements of the microtile
1100. The mechanical housing 1110 is desirably de-
signed for manufacturability and low cost in high vol-
umes. The mechanical housing 1110 desirably incorpo-
rates features to allow all the other elements of the mi-
crotile 1100 to be assembled with a minimum of screws
or other mechanical pieces. The mechanical housing
1110 further comprises inter-tile supports to facilitate the
assembly of multiple microtile 1100s into a large array,
for example the coupling mechanisms 23 of Figure 2, the
complementary threaded male portions 44 and female
coupling sleeves 46 of Figure 4A and/or the tubular cou-
pling mechanisms 43 of Figure 5. Each side of the mi-
crotile 1100 adjacent the optical screen 1120 (e.g. left,
right, up, down) may comprise inter-tile supports (one or
more) to enable a plurality microtiles 1100 to be assem-
bled into an array, as in Figures 1, 3A, 3B, 4B, 4C, 10
and 11, etc. The inter-tile supports are enabled to couple
together in a manner allows an array of microtiles 1100
to be assembled into a stand alone assembly. In some
embodiments, for larger arrays, external supports may
be added to the array to assist in the support of the array.
In some embodiments, the mechanical housing 1110
and/or the inter-tile supports comprise additional features
(e.g. clips etc.) that enable the microtiles 1100 to be con-
nected to an external support without the need for addi-
tional hardware.
[0113] In some embodiments, the mechanical housing
1110 is generally configured to enable the microtile 1100
to operate in a given orientation (e.g. an upright, land-
scape orientation). However, in other embodiments the
mechanical house 1110 may be configured to enable the
microtile 1100 to operate in any other desired orientation.
Other elements of the microtile 1100 may be configured
to adjust for a changes orientation. In particular, the cool-
ing requirements of the display elements (e.g. the MLE

1130) when the microtile 1100 is in a different orientation
may be such that the cooling system 1180 may be con-
figured (and/or re-configured) according to the desired
orientation.
[0114] However, the microtile 1100 is generally provi-
sioned to operate in the given orientation. Should an ori-
entation other then the given orientation be desired, for
example in the field, a user may be required to manually
configure the microtile 1100 to get the desired orientation/
operation.
[0115] The mechanical housing 1110 is further ena-
bled to accommodate field servicing of a microtile 1100
in the event of a component failure. When assembled
into a large array, it may not be possible to remove a
single microtile 1100 without disassembling the entire
array, or at least a significant portion. Thence, the me-
chanical housing 1110 is enable to allow a user to service
a microtile 1100 in situ. In some embodiments, the me-
chanical housing 1110 is enabled to allow a user to have
access to the interior of the microtile 1100 from the front
(i.e. for example, via removal of the optical screen 1120
as described below). In other embodiments, the mechan-
ical housing 1110 is enabled to allow a user to have ac-
cess to the interior of the microtile 1100 from the back
(i.e. a side opposite the optical screen 1120 side). How-
ever, in yet further embodiments, the mechanical housing
1110 is enabled to allow a user to have access to the
interior of the microtile 1100 from either the front or back,
such that the microtile is repairable from either end. How-
ever, in many instances, the number of front access in-
stallations will out number the rear access installations.
Therefore, it is desirable that the mechanical housing
1110 be enabled for serviceability for replacing a failed
component from the front, and feasible when accessed
from the rear.
[0116] Attention is now directed to the optical screen
1120, which may be selected based on its ability to main-
tain a suitable brightness, contrast, and sharpness when
the microtile 1100 is viewed in high ambient light, the
uniformity of the optical screen 1120, and the amount of
glare. The gain of the optical screen 1120 may be con-
figured based on a given viewing angle, as known to one
of skill in the art. In general, wide viewing angles are
desirable. In some embodiments, a Fresnel element
1125 may reside behind the optical screen 1120 (i.e. in
the interior of the microtile unit 1100), to further enhance
the image displayed at the optical screen 1120. If used,
the Fresnel element 1125 is generally matched to the
projection optics 1131 of the MLE 1130.
[0117] The combination of the projection optics 1131,
illumination optics, and optical screen 1120 combine to
give the microtile 1100 a given uniformity. In some em-
bodiments, the uniformity is parabolic, with the center of
the optical screen 1120 being brighter than the edges or
corners. However, while the degree of given uniformity
is non-limiting, a high degree of uniformity is generally
desirable.
[0118] In some embodiments, uniformity may be cor-
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rected electronically. As there will generally be variation
between microtiles 1100, a factory electronic calibration
step may be employed to account for these variations.
Further, an electronic calibration generally involves dim-
ming the brightest part of the optical screen 1120 to match
the dimmest part of the optical screen 1120, which re-
duces the overall brightness.
[0119] In some embodiments, the optical screen 1120
is removable from the mechanical housing 1110, which
enables a user to access the interior of the microtile 1100,
for example while a microtile 1100 is installed in an array.
From a serviceability perspective, once an array is as-
sembled and installed into its environment, the front may
be the only accessible portion of the microtile 1100.
Should it be necessary to get at the innards of the micro-
tile 1100 for repair purposes, in many instances the front
optical screen 1120 may be the only port of entry. How-
ever, an optical screen 1120 enabled for removability is
further enabled to do so without affecting any gap be-
tween optical screens 1120 in an array.
[0120] In some embodiments, the side wall of the op-
tical screen 1120 comprises a light pipe to compensate
for the effects of a gap. In a non-limiting example, the
side wall comprises a clear plastic. The projected image
can then be slightly over scanned. The last outside border
pixels of the image will shine onto the side wall, and be
directed to the screen. This will fill the gap with light close
in colour and intensity to the desired pixels, generally
making the seam less visible than if a black line was
present. In some embodiments, the side wall comprises
rounded and/or beveled edges, making the seam softer,
and less apparent.
[0121] The optical screen 1120 is further enabled to
be robust, and resistant to fingerprints, as in general, in
the field, users may approach the optical screen 1120
and touch it. The optical screen 1120 is hence enabled
for robustness against casual pressure from a finger
press, such that such a finger press does not damage
the optical screen 1120.
[0122] The optical screen 1120 is further enabled to
be cleaned by commercial cleaning products. Hence, it
may be desirable for the optical screen 1120 comprises
a front surface (including any coatings), that can with-
stand solvents such to not have any coatings on the outer
surface that may be damaged by solvents such as iso-
propyl alcohol, ammonia, ethylene glycol, etc.
[0123] Attention is now directed to Figure 12, which
depicts a block diagram of the MLE 1130, according to
a non-limiting exemplary embodiment. In some embod-
iments, the MLE1130 comprises a stand alone block,
such that the MLE 1130 may be manufactured separately
from the other elements of the microtile 1100, for example
by a third party, and later inserted into the microtile 1100.
In some non-limiting embodiments, the MLE 1130 is
based on DLP technology, however other types of display
technologies will occur to a person of skill in the art and
are within the scope of the present specification
[0124] In a specific exemplary non-limiting embodi-

ment, the MLE 1130 comprises a 0.55" SVGA DMD 1132
in a type Y package. In some embodiments, the MLE
1130 further comprises the DDP2230 chipset (or any oth-
er suitable chipset) for driving the DMD 1132. The MLE
1130 further comprises an illumination source, which in
the exemplary embodiment comprises three independ-
ently controlled LEDs (a Red LED, a Green LED and a
Blue LED) enabled to illuminate the DMD 1132, for ex-
ample via combining, and illumination optics (and, in
some embodiments, a TIR (total internal reflection)
prism). The MLE 1130 further comprises the drive cir-
cuitry 1210 for the illumination source. Illumination sourc-
es other than LEDs will occur to a person of skill in the
art and are within the scope of present embodiments.
For example, in some embodiments, the illumination
source may comprise at least one laser. The MLE 1130
further comprises a light sensor 1134 enabled to meas-
ure the light intensity of the illumination source.
[0125] The MLE 1130, in the exemplary embodiment,
further comprises two input connectors: a power connec-
tor 1215 for DC power (and enabled for coupling to the
power supply 1170); and a source connector 1216 for
receipt of a video signal and control (enabled for coupling
to the FEB 1140).
[0126] The power source 1170 (see Figure 11) in the
exemplary embodiment generally comprises two rails: a
+12V rail and a -12V rail. The MLE 1130 is enabled to
power its electronics and the light source from power
derived internally from these rails, for example via a DC-
DC converter 1220.
[0127] The MLE 1130 comprises a video interface
1133 enabled, in the exemplary embodiment, to use the
Flat Panel Display Link standard. The output video from
the FEB 1140 is generally 24 bit colour (8 bits per colour,
and the video and syncs will then be serially encoded
onto 4 differential LVDS pairs. In addition, the video in-
terface 1133 comprises a pixel clock (TxClk) supplied as
a differential LVDS signal. The MLE 1130 is enabled to
decode this signal into standard 24 bit video, and present
it to the DMD 1132 (i.e. via the DDP2230 ASIC). A non-
limiting example of a compliant receiver comprises Na-
tional Semiconductor part number DS90CF384. In some
embodiments, the MLE1130 may be controlled by the
FEB 1140 using a UART interface. In addition, the RE-
SET signal and a PWR_GOOD signal may be provided
by the FEB 1140.
[0128] In the exemplary embodiment, the MLE 1130
is based on Single Chip DLP technology, and hence each
colour (i.e. LED) is turned on and off in sequence, syn-
chronized to the data displayed on the DMD 1132. The
timing of this sequence is generated by the MLE ASIC
(e.g. the MLE ASIC comprises the video interface 1133).
It is desirable that the MLE 1130 support an 8x RGB field
rate.
[0129] The drive levels of each LED may be set by an
12C DAC. In these embodiments, the 12C master is the
DMD 1132 (i.e. the DDP2230), and the 12C bus shall be
available to the FEB 1140 via the UART interface.
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[0130] The illumination optics will combine the output
of the LEDs (or lasers) and focus the light onto the DMD.
In some embodiments, the illumination optics has a tel-
ecentric design, and the illumination system may further
comprise a prism or a field lens 1250 to separate on-state
and off-state light. The projection optics 1131 is enabled
to focus the image onto the optical screen 1120.
[0131] Though non-limiting, it is generally desirable
that the microtile 1100 be thin, and hence, in some em-
bodiments the projection optics 1131 comprises a short
throw lens 1255, and specifically a very short throw lens
(e.g. with a throw ratio of approximately 0.5:1), arranged
to project an image directly on the optical screen 1120.
In further embodiments, the projection optics 1131 com-
prises a longer throw lens (e.g. (e.g. with a throw ratio of
approximately 0.8:1) coupled with a fold mirror. In some
embodiments, the fold mirror may be built into the lens
to minimize the size of the mirror, and ensure its align-
ment.
[0132] Attention is now directed to Figure 13 (with fur-
ther reference to Figure 11), which depicts a signal rout-
ing scheme within the FEB 1140, according to a non-
limiting embodiment. The FEB 1140 comprises the core
processing elements for the microtile 1100, including but
not limited to a Video Routing and Processing ASIC
(VRP) 1141, which can, for example, be implemented as
a structured ASIC. In some embodiments, programma-
ble logic may be used as an alternative to using an ASIC.
[0133] The FEB 1140 further comprises an FPGA 1305
(similar to the PCS block of Figure 8) with a quad Seri-
alizer-Deserializer (SerDes) 1310 function. The SerDes
1310 enables transmitting and receiving data between
microtiles 1100. Each SerDes lane contains one transmit
and one receive channel. In some embodiments, to sup-
port video, each channel operates at a minimum of
2.5Gbps. The transmitters may use 8b/10b encoding,
and the receivers may use Clock and Data recovery tech-
niques to decode a serial data stream (e.g. the video
signal). The FEB 1140 is further enabled for reliably en-
coding of video data, as well as embedding control mes-
sages within the blanking interval, as described above.
The FPGA 1305 is further enabled to support the desired
image processing functions.
[0134] In the exemplary embodiment, the FPGA 1305
comprises a CPU 1311, and firmware may be stored in
flash memory 1142. A single bank of DDR2 SDRAM 1143
may be used as the frame buffer, as well as heap memory
storage for the CPU 1311.
[0135] The output of the FEB 1140 is input to the MLE
1130, as described above. The FEB 1140 is thus further
enabled, in the exemplary embodiment, to encode its out-
put video into the Flat Panel Display Link standard for
compatibility with the MLE 1130; however the standard
used in not particularly limiting. In addition, the 32 bit
microprocessor comprises a UART port (not depicted)
to control the MLE 1130.
[0136] The FEB 1140 may comprises additional con-
nectors for connection to the cooling system 1180, the

at least one auto align sensor 1169, the IR sensor 1150,
and the power supply 1170.
[0137] Attention is now directed to the image process-
ing elements 1320 of the FEB 1140, which processes
the output video prior to outputting a signal to the MLE
1130. Processing is generally configured to enable com-
bining of images into tiled applications.
[0138] First, a received image is generally stored into
a frame buffer 1330. This enables the transmitted frame
rate to be less than the displayed frame rate, and can
further allow for very high resolution images. The frame
buffer 1330 also enables local scaling and warping. While
non-limiting, it is desirable that only the sub-image to be
displayed by the microtile unit 1100 be stored in the frame
buffer 1330, to keep the size of the frame buffer 1330
relatively small.
[0139] The image processing elements 1320 are fur-
ther enabled to rescale the sub-image to match the native
resolution of the display engine (i.e. the DMD 1132).
While in image tiling applications, only image expansion
is generally employed, images can also be downscaled.
However, in the exemplary embodiment, downscaling of
images generally occurs at the input module 9’.
[0140] The image processing elements 1320 are fur-
ther enabled to geometrically correct scaled images (e.g.
warping), for example via 2D keystone corrections, and
image rotation. As the MLE 1130 may be a stand alone
unit that be installed into an existing microtile 1100, the
mechanical tolerances of installing MLE 1130 may cause
a projected image to be misaligned with the optical screen
1120. However, using feedback from the auto align sen-
sor(s) 1160, a self alignment system can be implemented
to determine the required correction. A non-limiting ex-
ample of an auto align system is described in applicants
copending application "Automated Geometry Correction
For Rear Projection ", U.S. Ser. No. 12/058,260, filed on
March 28, 2008 and incorporated herein by reference
[0141] Scaled images may also be corrected for geo-
metric distortion of the short throw lens 1255, the field
lens 1250 and/or the projection optics 1131 (i.e. a pin-
cushion correction or a barrel correction, as known to a
person of skill in the art). However, in some embodi-
ments, the short throw lens 1255, the field lens 1250
and/or the projection optics 1131 may be characterized
to via a calibration step (e.g. at a factory). With this char-
acterization, distortion can be corrected for in the same
circuit as keystone corrections, by adjusting the param-
eters uploaded by firmware.
[0142] The scaling and warping may be combined into
a single operation. As this operation tends to result in a
softer image, the image processing elements 1320 may
also comprise a sharpness filter.
[0143] Due to manufacturing tolerances, each individ-
ual microtile 1100 may have its own unique colourimetry.
The image processing elements 1320 may then further
comprise a colour correction circuit may enabled to
match the primaries and white balance of each microtile
1100 in the array. At the time of manufacture, the colour
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points of each microtile 1100 may be measured, and
stored in non-volatile memory. A master processor in the
input module 9’ may then be enabled to access the col-
ourimetry of each microtile unit 1100 in the array, and
calculate a colour match point. The colour match point
can then be transmitted to all the microtile unit 1100s,
who can set their colour points accordingly.
[0144] As a microtile 1100 ages, the brightness of the
microtile 1100 will generally decrease. A light sensor
1134 may hence be enabled to detect the shifts in bright-
ness on a colour by colour basis, and the system colour
correction will be updated accordingly. When the micro-
tile 1100 is part of an array, this enables the array to
maintain a uniform appearance as all the microtiles 1100
in the array age, at possible different rates (i.e. the bright-
ness of each microtile 1100 will decrease at different
rates).
[0145] The image processing elements 1320 may also
be enabled to correct for brightness uniformity. In projec-
tion systems, uniformity generally drops off parabolically,
however the exact nature of the uniformity may vary by
projection technology, and the specific parameters of the
correction may vary from one microtile 1100 to another.
Hence, the uniformity correction function generally de-
pends on the light engine technology selected for the
MLE 1130, and on the performance of the optical screen
1120.
[0146] In some applications, projected images from
the microtiles 1100 in an array will overlap. Hence, in
these applications, image processing elements 1320 fur-
ther comprise an edge blending circuit. The image
processing elements 1320 may further comprise a final
gamma correction circuit. However, the transfer function
in the gamma correction is generally configurable and
may be tailored to the chosen display technology.
[0147] In some embodiments, the FEB 1140 further
comprises a test pattern circuit (not depicted, which re-
sides between the image processing elements 1320 and
the output to the MLE 1130. The test pattern circuit is
enabled to generate test patterns for projection onto the
optical screen 1120 by the MLE 1130, during a calibration
process, the test patterns used in conjunction with the
auto align sensor(s) 1160 for colour matching and geo-
metric calibration.
[0148] Non-limiting example of test patterns, include
but are not limited to, full drive Red, Green, Blue, White,
and/or Black. In some embodiments, the test patterns
may only be drawn in the overscan region (i.e. in the
location of the auto align sensor(s) 1160), and may com-
prise arbitrarily sized rectangles. A minimum size of a
rectangle may be 1 pixel by 1 pixel. A maximum size of
a test pattern may depend on the mechanical/optical de-
sign of the microtile 1100. However, a drawn rectangle
is generally large enough to ensure that for all mechanical
and optical variations, the auto align sensor(s) will be
fully illuminated. In some embodiments, the local
firmware may be provisioned with test patterns and may
further be enabled to control the test patterns and the

calibration process.
[0149] Returning now to Figure 11, the IR Sensor 1150
enables use of a user interface, by accepting input from
an IR enabled input device, enabled to accept input from
a user. In the exemplary embodiments, the carrier fre-
quency for the IR sensor 1150 is 455 kHz (or any other
suitable frequency). In contrast, many consumer devices
operate at 38 kHz; however this frequency is very sus-
ceptible to interference from fluorescent lighting. Many
high efficiency ballasts induce a flicker in the lights. While
this flicker is far beyond the capacity of human eyes to
detect, this flicker can be right at the operating point of
the IR sensor 1160, and may overwhelm it with noise if
it is operating at 38 kHz. This leads to the microtile 1100
not responding to IR commands or responding intermit-
tently.
[0150] Hence, as higher frequency input devices (e.g.
remote controls) and IR sensors operate well clear of any
interference zones, use of a 455kHz IR sensor 1150 en-
ables the microtiles 1100 to be used in a wide range of
environments.
[0151] Each microtile 1100 is further enabled with se-
curity provisions to prevent unauthorized personnel from
controlling or modifying the setup (e.g. the array and/or
the configuration of the microtile 1100, given that the mi-
crotiles 1100 may be installed in public spaces. One non-
limiting example of a security provision comprises a pass-
word, which may be entered via the OSD.
[0152] The power supply 1170 in the embodiment may
be enabled to accept any suitable voltage range and fre-
quency, and in the exemplary embodiment a range of
100V to 240V, at a frequency of 50Hz to 60Hz. As de-
scribed above, the output of the power supply 1170 is
+12V and -12V. All electronics requiring other voltages
will generate those voltages locally using DC-DC con-
verters, as described above. However, any other suitable
power supply 1170 is within the scope of present embod-
iments.
[0153] The cooling system 1180 is generally enabled
to cool the elements of the microtile 1100 which may
have degraded performance, or become non-functional
if they reach given temperatures. The cooling system
1180 is generally quiet and may be operational only when
cooling is required. Indeed some embodiments of the
microtile 1100 may not comprise a cooling system at all
if it is anticipated that cooling is not required. However,
in the exemplary embodiments, the cooling system 1180
comprises a fan controlled by the FEB 1140, for example
a 12V fan. The speed of the fan may be controlled based
on the cooling requirements and/or an optional temper-
ature sensor (not depicted) for monitoring ambient con-
ditions. In such embodiments, the temperature sensor is
in communication with the FEB 1140.
[0154] Returning now to the signal harness 5’, at the
high rates of data transmission used in video signals,
there may be a high probability of cross talk. Cross talk
refers to the coupling of electromagnetic fields between
adjacent conductors in a harness. Hence, when cross
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talk occurs in the signal harness 5’, one of the signals
passing through the signal harness 5’ may be corrupted
by one or more of the neighboring signals. If this occurs,
it will result in noisy video. In an extreme case synchro-
nization may be lost, resulting in a jumping video image.
Hence, in some embodiments, the signal harness 5’ may
be enabled to combat cross talk by individually shielding
the conductors with a grounded conductive shield. This
will contain the EM fields to within the field, and prevent
any coupling and hence cross talk.
[0155] A second concern in the signal harness 5’ is
EMI. Although a single microtile 1100 may have a low
level of emissions, when a large number of microtiles
1100 are combined into an array (e.g. as in Figure 9),
the aggregate EMI may be substantial. Harnesses such
as the signal harness 5’, especially external harnesses,
are inherently structured like antennas, and are the most
likely source of EMI. Hence, the signal harness 5’ may
be enabled to EMI radiation from the harness occurs, by
shielding the signal harness 5’.
[0156] A third concern in the signal harness 5’ is con-
sistency of impedance in the cable which makes up the
signal harness 5’ and through which data signals are
transmitted. However, variations in the quality of the ca-
ble may lead to inconsistent impedance and degradation
of the data signal quality including unbalanced perform-
ance of the differential signal. For example, if twisted pair
is used, a percentage of cables may have a lower number
of twists per inch. Given that the array is daisy chained,
a failure in the signaling will propagate through the entire
array. Hence, at least one of the elements in an array
(e.g. a microtile 110 and/or an input unit 9’) may be en-
abled with error checking techniques to assist in isolating
a bad cable.
[0157] A fourth concern in the signal harness 5’ is
crossover. In a straight through cable, the wiring is one-
to-one, wherein pin 1 at one end is connected to pin 1 at
the other end, pin 2 at one end is connected to pin 2 at
the other end, etc. In a crossover cable, pin 1 of one end
of the cable can, for example, be connected to pin 2 at
the opposite end, and pin 2 can be connected to pin 1,
such that outputs are directly connected to inputs, and if
made symmetrical, the cable can be plugged in either
way. In such a configuration, the output of one microtile
1100 can be connected to the input to another unit (i.e.
signal ports 920 are connected). Hence, in some embod-
iments, this can be addressed by having one signal port
920 be a dedicated input port and a second signal port
920 be a dedicated output port, and/or by having a cross-
over built into the cable of the signal harness 5’.
[0158] In some embodiments, the signal harness 5’
comprises crossover CAT6 cables, however any other
suitable cable is within the scope of present embodi-
ments.
[0159] The signal routing scheme of the input module
9’ may be similar to the signal routing scheme of the FEB
1130, depicted in Figure 13, for example in a video routing
and processing module, similar to the video routing and

processing module depicted in Figure 7. However, as
depicted in Figure 13, the input module 9’ includes the
at least one data input port 930, coupled to an input
processing module 1360.
[0160] In the exemplary embodiment, the output of the
input module 9’ will be 24 bit RGB progressive scan video,
with HSync, VSync, and ActData timing strobes. If the
source video is interlaced it shall be converted to pro-
gressive by the input module 9’, e.g. via the input process-
ing module 1360. If the source is YPrPb encoded, it will
be converted to RGB.
[0161] In some embodiments, when arrays are used
to display broadcast, the input module 9’ may be enabled
to operate in a frame locked mode by default. In these
applications, the image will be filmed at a set video rate
(50Hz PAL or 59.94Hz NTSC). It is desirable that the
microtiles 1’ in the array operate at the same rate to avoid
artifacts. If the MLE 1130 can not support the input frame
rate, frame rate conversion may be performed via, for
example, frame insertion/deletion. It is desirable, though
non-limiting, that an integer multiple or divisor of the input
frame rate be used. If there are no supported integer
multiples or divisors available, the minimum frame rate
of the MLE 1130 may be used.
[0162] Persons skilled in the art will appreciate that
there are yet more alternative implementations and mod-
ifications possible for implementing the embodiments,
and that the above implementations and examples are
only illustrations of one or more embodiments. The
scope, therefore, is only to be limited by the claims ap-
pended hereto.

Claims

1. An imaging system comprising,
a plurality of image sources, each image source for
distributing a respective image; and
a plurality of microtile units in communication with
each other and said plurality of image sources, each
of said plurality of microtile units comprising at least
one coupling mechanism for coupling to at least one
other microtile unit such that the plurality of microtile
units may be physically coupled together in a geo-
metric configuration, and each of the plurality of mi-
crotiles enabled to receive at least one image from
said plurality of image sources, and generate respec-
tive portions of said at least one image, a first subset
of said plurality of microtiles enabled to display a first
image received from a first image source and at least
a second subset of said plurality of microtiles ena-
bled to display at least a second image received from
at least a second image source.

2. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein one of said
plurality of image sources is designated as a system
master, said system master enabled to control dis-
tribution of said first image and said at least said
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second image to said first subset and said at least
said second subset, respectively.

3. The imaging system of claim 2, wherein said system
master is further enabled to control distribution of
said first image and said at least said second image
to said first subset and said at least said second sub-
set, respectively, by transmitting command signals
to each of said plurality of microtiles, said command
signals indicative of a respective portion of said at
least one image that is to be generated at each said
microtile.

4. The imaging system of claim 3, wherein each said
microtile is enabled to generate respective portions
of said at least one image by selecting said respec-
tive portion of said at least one image based on said
command signals.

5. The imaging system of claim 2, said system master
further enabled for automatically detecting a geo-
metrical configuration of said plurality of microtile
units.

6. The imaging system of any of the preceding claims,
wherein each said microtile is enabled to: determine
if a received image is an image for display; and if so,
generate respective portions of said received image,
and if not, transmit said received image to at least
one other microtile of the plurality of microtiles.

7. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein a first mi-
crotile in a given subset is enabled to generate a first
portion of an image for display and transmit said im-
age for display to another microtile in said given sub-
set, and a last microtile in said given subset is ena-
bled to generate a last portion of said image for dis-
play, and determine if said image for display is to be
transmitted to another microtile external to said given
subset.

8. The imaging system of claim 1, wherein microtiles
in a given subset between said first microtile and
said last microtile are enabled to generate a portion
of said image for display and transmit said image for
display to a next microtile in said given subset

9. The imaging system of any of the preceding claims,
wherein each of said microtile units includes at least
one of:

first circuitry enabled for communication with
other microtile units in said plurality of microtiles
and said plurality of imaging sources, said cir-
cuitry further enabled to generate respective
portions of said at least one image
second circuitry for edge blending said image
across adjacent ones of said plurality of microtile

units;
a light engine enabled to generate respective
portions of said at least one image;
a self-contained screen and a rear projector for
projecting said portion of said image on said
screen; and
a projector for projecting said respective por-
tions of said image onto a remote screen.

10. The imaging system of claim 9, wherein said first
circuitry includes at least one of:

a plurality of signal ports for interconnection be-
tween respective microtile units via respective
communication lines;
a microprocessor, frame buffer and video
processing to provide at least one of image cap-
ture, resizing, colour matching, edge blending
and geometric correction of said image; and
third circuitry for encoding and decoding com-
mand messages respectively into and out of vid-
eo signals representing images.

11. The imaging system of claim 10, wherein said com-
munication lines include at least one of lines for data
transmission, lines for communications, and lines for
power transmission.

12. The imaging system of any of the preceding claims,
wherein at least one image source includes a source
of power for providing power to respective ones of
said microtile units.

13. The imaging system of any of the preceding claims,
wherein said image source provides video process-
ing, including at least one of de-interlacing, scaling,
and frame rate conversion.

14. The imaging system of any of the preceding claims,
wherein said at least one coupling mechanism com-
prises at least one of:

complementary male portions and female por-
tions. wherein said male portions and female
portions are optionally generally tubular and in-
clude complementary threads;
complementary shaped protrusions and inden-
tations on respective surfaces of said microtile
units to permit registration and alignment of said
microtile units;
first apparatus enabling each of said microtile
units to be coupled to at least one other microtile
unit horizontally; and
second apparatus enabling each of said micro-
tile units to be coupled to at least one other mi-
crotile unit vertically.

15. The imaging system of any of the preceding claims,
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wherein each of said image sources, and each of
said microtile units includes a video routing and
processing module for receiving, transmitting and
operating on video and command signals in accord-
ance with its associated functionality as image
source and microtile unit respectively.
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